Congratulations to our 2014 Fellows Project Finalists!

For more information about The Fellows Project, visit our website.

First Year Finalists

Maya Amjadi, Pre-medicine, Spanish
Corinne Andresen, Biomedical Engineering, Music
Dot Armstrong, Dance, English
Ellen Cranberg, English, Spanish
Jonah Heskje, Statistics
Jacob Porter, Psychology
Nathan Schuchert, Chemical Engineering
Tom Werner, Computer Science, Physics, Mathematics
Katherine Wolf, Linguistics
Angela Zhang, Biochemistry, Statistics
Kasra Zarei, Biomedical Engineering
Luka Zdilar, Electrical Engineering

Second Year Finalists

Carter Bell, Political Science
Eric Bundy, Business, International Business
Christina Crowley, English
Jeffrey Ding, Business, Asian Languages & Literature, Political Science
Melia Dunbar, English, Biology, Pre-medicine
Anya Egense, Music Performance, Psychology
Meredith Francisco, History, Classical Languages, Medieval Studies
David Kessler, Speech & Hearing Science, French and Psychology minors
Katherine Langenfeld, Civil Engineering, Mathematics
Elaine Mou, Computer Engineering
Ryan Pape, Informatics, Undergraduate Writing Certificate, Computer Science and Psychology minors
Cassidy Riley, Journalism, Political Science
Jiawen Sun, Biomedical Engineering
Darien Sloat, Psychology, English
Laura Wang, English, Asian Languages & Literature